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Think Zero.
Driving towards a zero emissions future.

The 100% electric

Nissan LEAF

Fun to own. Fun to drive. Fun to hang out in. That’s what a car is all about.
No matter how the world changes, there’s one thing that will never change: the passion we feel for our 

cars. At Nissan, we share that passion.To achieve a sustainable mobility society, we’re working to develop 

“green” technologies, including cleaner diesels, efficient internal-combustion engines, and hybrids. Now 

that passion has brought forth a true breakthrough. Nissan LEAF. A car powered by 100% electricity. A car 

that uses no fuel and produces zero CO2 tailpipe emissions. A car that will change the way you think about 

driving. With the support of many global partners, including local governments, and power companies, 

Nissan, in association with alliance partner Renault, is leading the way toward the creation of the zero 

emission society we all aspire to. Nissan LEAF. The key to the future of driving.
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New driving sensation.
Futuristic technology.
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Stylish interior. 
Innovative design.
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Twin Digital Meter 

A two-tiered meter layout shows you everything you need to know to drive efficiently, 
as well as battery charging status and regeneration status.

Multi-information display shows detailed vehicle status
Lower Meter

Speed

Power meter with clear, easy-to-understand indications

Eco indicator and ECO TREEs to assist eco driving

Time/outside temperature

Lithium-ion battery charge level gauge

Lithium-ion battery capacity level gauge

Regeneration

Neutral

Power output

Charging time

As the battery’s capacity decreases the indicator also goes down.

The inner dots indicate the motor drive/regeneration status while 
the outa double circles indicate the viable power output range/
regeneration range.

The energy remaining in the battery is displayed as a percentage of 
its total capacity.

Energy economy Timer setting status  
(charging and climate 
control) and charge 
connector charge status 
(when the power switch 
is turned off)

A:  Eco indicator lets you know how efficient your driving is, giving you 
guidance on acceleration and braking.  

B:  ECO TREE is a display that demonstrates in an illustrative way the 
positive results of more efficient driving.

Equipment

Electric shift. A completely innovative touch gear shift which is operated 
with a flick of your wrist while held in the cup of your hand.

Center console box with armrest to store small items. When closed it 
serves as an armrest.

Front cup holders

Cruise control. Automatically maintains the speed set by the driver.

Roof spoiler (with solar cells). Charges the 12V accessory battery.

Luggage room. Two 9-inch golf bags* can be comfortably placed in the 
boot without having to fold down the 6:4-split rear seat.

Tonneau cover to keep your personal items hidden.

*Depending on the configuration and dimensions of the bags.
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Driving range display
Shows estimated driving range.

Timer functions
Schedules lithium-ion battery charging, 
air conditioner operation, passenger 
compartment pre-cooling or pre-heating, 
etc.

Electric Vehicle Information System
The center cluster display helps you manage trips 
and optimize performance, while the timer lets you 
get your Nissan LEAF ready for the next trip.

Intuitive digital display



Quiet comfort.
Space to relax.
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New Electric Vehicle (EV) Platform

Built on a newly developed platform with the battery centrally mounted below the floor, 
Nissan LEAF boasts impressive manoeuvring stability. At the same time, body rigidity has 
been enhanced to minimise vibrations and ensure a smooth, quiet ride. Compact laminated 
battery modules make possible a roomy, flexible layout with enough space for five adults.

Electric motor & inverter

Low-mount lithium-ion battery

Optimum vehicle packaging

No tailpipe

A compact, lightweight power delivery module that
integrates an on-board charger with a DC/DC 
converter has been mounted in the front, together with 
the motor and an inverter. The lithium-ion battery is mounted below the 

vehicle frame at its centre of gravity, optimising 
the balance between the front and rear sides 
and the centroid position.

Plenty of room for five adults: Thanks to its EV-dedicated platform and lithium-ion battery, 
Nissan LEAF boasts uncommonly practical packaging for an electric vehicle. Extremely 
space-efficient laminated battery cells are modularised and mounted under the floor of 
the platform. The result is exceptional roominess with plenty of luggage space.

Sleek aerodynamic design

Contributes to enhanced quietness and power efficiency: The headlight lens 
covers are designed to redirect airflow to reduce wind noise. The flat bottom 
surface of the large flat floor cover in the mid section of the car maximises the 
aerodynamic performance.

Nissan LEAF has no tailpipe. 
It produces absolutely no exhaust gases. 
Neither CO2 nor NOX is emitted.
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Intelligent design

Nissan’s commitment to quality: To provide all customers with a consistently high level of quality, Nissan applies the same standards worldwide, to ensure that all Nissan owners enjoy peace of 
mind for the lives of their vehicles. The approach is based on quality from the customer’s perspective on three key elements: First, the expectation of a smooth driving experience with complete 
peace of mind. Second, the intangible appeal of a vehicle, its power to captivate and excite, with features that capture attention and imagination. Third, the level of attentiveness and service during 
the sales process, and long after the sale is concluded.



Performance
100% electric. 100% fun. Nissan LEAF’s motor and lithium-ion battery let you experience a
new dimension of driving performance. You’ll be surprised by its rapid acceleration,
impressed by its confident handling, and pleased by its quietness.

Lithium-ion battery

Motor and inverterDriving performance

Core technology: To ensure reliability, the Nissan LEAF’s large-capacity lithium-ion 
battery uses manganese positive electrode material, a plentiful resource that has a stable 
crystal structure. The battery cells are laminated to simplify the structure and optimise 
cooling capability. The battery cells are also modularised, making possible a roomier 
cabin and affording excellent manoeuvring stability.

Maximally efficient motor with minimum energy loss: Nissan’s original three-phase AC synchronous motor features optimised magnetic circuits and high-density winding 
to achieve excellent energy efficiency and minimise energy loss. Efficiency is further improved by a regeneration system that recovers kinetic energy (rotation of the 
wheels) at low speed as electric energy.

Highly responsive inverter: Also originally developed to reduce energy loss, the inverter converts the DC power from the battery to AC electricity, controlling the motor’s 
output, while responding immediately to manipulation of the accelerator pedal.

Smooth acceleration: Nissan LEAF’s motor cranks up all the way to maximum torque as soon as you turn it on. With none of the vibration you get from an ordinary engine, 
the electric motor accelerates so smoothly you’ll barely feel it.

Confident handling: The lithium-ion battery is mounted under the floor of the EV-dedicated platform. This provides excellent weight balance and a low centre of gravity. 
Accurate driving force control helps improve manoeuvring stability.

Amazing quietness: Whether you are stopping, accelerating, or cruising, Nissan LEAF is astonishingly quiet. Besides being free from engine noise, it incorporates precision 
motor control technology and low-noise technologies throughout the body to keep the cabin comfortably quiet.

An inverter is mounted directly under the 
bonnet and the electric motor is installed 
below the inverter.

Battery mounted under vehicle floor  
to achieve low centre of gravity

Easy to turn because centre of  
gravity is closer to centre of vehicle

Heavy load

Centroid point

Nissan LEAF: Battery
Conventional front wheel 
drive car: Engine

Battery

Motor

Engine

Petrol engine car (with VQ35 engine, tested in accordance with Nissan standards)
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Power without compromise



Battery charging

Driving distance

No more visits to the Fuel station. When your 
Nissan LEAF is charged in Normal Charging 
mode overnight, it will be fully charged in the 
morning so you can start driving right away. 
There’s also a Quick Charging mode.

Driving range is very much dependent on a number of factors, 
including ambient temperature, driving behaviour, traffic and road 
conditions, and use of air conditioning or heater.

Three tips to increase your driving distance.

All you have to do is open Nissan LEAF’s charging port cover, and insert the charging cable into the port. Choose from Immediate mode, which 
starts charging immediately, or Timer mode, which starts and stops charging at designated times like off-peak while you sleep.

Please be aware that in order to charge Nissan LEAF at home, you must install 
approved charging equipment using an approved electrical contractor. Please 
refer to Nissan.co.za/LEAF for more information or consult a Nissan Dealer.

*Based on New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) mode

*From the time the low battery warning comes on until the battery is 80% charged. Varies depending on the 
specifications of the Quick Charging device and operating temperature. Limited number of quick charge units available.

Open the charging port cover, plug in the Quick Charging connector, and press the start charging button. You can charge the battery up to 
80% in about 30 minutes.

1: Start slowly, brake gently. 

In Eco mode, acceleration is  
gentler, and regeneration  
energy at braking increases. 
Driving distance on city streets 
could potentially be increased  
by about 10%.

2: Don’t speed. 

More speed means more drag. 
Theoretically, air resistance is 
proportional to the square of 
speed, so the faster the speed, 
the more energy is used.

3: Set the air conditioning to a moderate temperature. 

Driving distance is significantly affected by the power  
consumed by the air conditioning. Sensible adjustment of 
the temperature can help you increase your driving distance.

Charging time

Approx. 30 min*

Charging time

Approx. 7 hr*

Fully Charged 
Driving Range

195 km*

*From the time the low battery warning comes on until the battery is fully charged.

Normal Charging Quick Charging

Battery charging 
indicators 

Battery charging 
indicators on the bonnet 
light up during charging. 
As charging proceeds, 
the number of lighting 
indicators increases.

Indicator light patterns during charging
Quick Charging port

Normal Charging port

Charging cable
(with control box)

Charge connector lock mechanism

This allows you to lock a charging 
connector to a normal charging port when 
inserting the connector into the normal 
charging port.*2

You can choose from among “AUTO mode 
(auto-unlock upon charge completion),” 
“LOCK mode (remain 
locked),” 
or 
“UNLOCK mode (remain 
unlocked)” via the charge 
connector lock switch 
inside the vehicle.
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In the area of safety technology, Nissan pursues innovation as part of its “Safety Shield” concept, an 
advanced, proactive approach to safety issues based on the idea that cars should help protect people. 
This approach provides various measures to help the driver and passengers better avoid dangers in ways 
that are optimised to each of a wide range of circumstances that the vehicle may be in, from prior to a risk 
appearing through to post any accident should it occur.

The “Safety Shield” concept applies to electric cars as much as to conventional cars. 
To provide continuous protection against dangerous situations, Nissan LEAF is equipped with a variety  
of functions optimised to keep you and your passengers safe.

SAFETY SHIELD - Nissan’s concept of
“the vehicle that helps protect people”

Designed to ensure safety for electric cars

Helps the driver to maintain comfortable driving

Vehicle structure that protects the passengers as well as the battery and motor

Tested for a variety of environmental situations

Approaching Vehicle Sound for Pedestrians

Helps the driver to recover from dangerous conditions to safe driving

Helps minimise the damage when a collision is unavoidable

Even when a risk has not appeared, Nissan technologies make it easier for the driver to maintain safe driving conditions. Some of these innovations reduce 
the driver’s burden, while others enhance visibility and awareness of the immediate surroundings at night and when parking, for example. 

• Auto light system: A sensor detects lowering light levels at dusk and switches on the lights. 

• LED headlights: Intense long-range illumination and optimum visibility with an automatic leveliser. 

• Rearview monitor: Colour monitor with vehicle width/distance display function. 

• High luminance LED rear combination lights • Rear windshield wiper • LED high-mounted stop light

Nissan LEAF’s body is designed to protect the lithium-ion battery, while high-voltage parts such as the battery and motor incorporate insulation for added 
protection. The high-voltage system is designed to shut down in the unlikely event of a collision. The lithium-ion battery controller also monitors the battery 
to prevent overheating due to excess voltage, excess discharge, or external heat.

Nissan LEAF is driven throughout the world, so we put it through 
rigorous driving tests that subject it to a wide range of operating 
environments. For example, it’s been started up and road-tested in 
cold regions in sub-zero temperatures and has also been test-driven 
on flooded roads. Tests have confirmed that the battery under the 
floor is not impacted by bumps and that the car can easily withstand 
a high-pressure car wash. Images on the right shown for illustrative 
purposes and driving practices are not recommended. Testing in cold regions Testing on flooded roads

Because electric vehicles are so quiet, pedestrians tend to be less aware of them. To increase awareness, Nissan LEAF is equipped with Approaching 
Vehicle Sound for Pedestrians. At start-up, a sound is generated to warn pedestrians that the car is approaching their vicinity. At speeds above 30km/h,  
the system turns off. When reversing, an intermittent sound is generated.

When a risk appears, warnings and automatic countermeasures help the driver avoid it. 

•  Vehicle Dynamic Control (VDC): Automatically controls brake and engine output to enhance stability when sensors detect that the vehicle may slip 
sideways due to steering, braking, or accelerator pedal operation. 

•  Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD): Contributes to safe driving by enhancing braking control to optimise braking performance with loads of 
various weights. 

• Braking Assist (BA) • Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

In cases when a crash cannot be avoided, additional Nissan technology helps reduce injuries and damage by activating the brakes, restraining 
passengers, and applying other measures. 

• Zone Body construction with pedestrian-injury reduction: Enhances cabin safety and mitigates impact to the heads and chests of pedestrians. 

• Dual front, side, and curtain SRS airbags: Will help protect the occupants in the case of an impact.

Nissan LEAF’s vehicle structure and insulation system

Battery protection structures A fuse contained in the battery (embedded in the service plug)  
shuts down the vehicle’s high-voltage system.

The collision detection system shuts down the vehicle’s 
high-voltage system.

Lithium-ion battery pack

Body that absorbs the collision energy High-voltage components are protected by 
careful positioning and the vehicle structure.

The car’s battery pack is 
protected by its frame.

The body absorbs the energy of a collision to minimise deformation.
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Safety



Nissan’s environmental philosophy can be described as, “a 
symbiosis of people, vehicles and nature.” It is our ideal for a 
sustainable mobility society now and our goal for the future. We 
established the Nissan Green Program with specific objectives to 
realise the goal, and we are diligently making concerted efforts to 
reduce environmental impact at every stage of the vehicle life cycle 
and our corporate activities.

Near-zero environmental impact Aqua Blue (3PM)/RBJ

Dark Metallic Gray (M)/KAD

Radient Red (PM)/NAH

Super Black/KH3*

Brilliant Silver (M)/K23

White/QM1

Brilliant White Pearl (3P)/QAB

• Zero CO2 emissions: Nissan LEAF is an electric car, so the 
engine never produces CO2 while running.

• Zero exhaust gas: No tailpipe.

•  Use of recycled materials: The manufacturing process for the 
materials has been designed to minimise environmental impact. 
Recycled materials and easily recycled plastics play a significant 
role in the development and manufacture of Nissan LEAF.

Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this brochure is correct at the time of going to print (September 2013). This brochure has been produced featuring prototype or accessorized vehicles exhibited at 
motor shows and, in accordance with the company’s policy of continuously improving its products, Nissan South Africa reserves the right to change the specification and the vehicles described and shown in this brochure at 
any time. Nissan dealers will be informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan dealer to receive the most up-to-date information. Due to the limitations of the printing processes 
used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used. All rights reserved.  Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure without the written permission 
from Nissan is forbidden.

Black Leather

MODEL   NISSAN LEAF
Seating capacity    5

ENGINE     

Motor   QU-Kai 80kW/254Nm Common motor

Type Electric motor

Electric motor type AC synchronous

BATTERY

Battery capacity kWh 24

Type Laminated lithium ion

Voltage V 360

Capacity kWh 24

Number of Cells 192

CHARGER

On-board charger kW 3,6

Quick charger Included

Charging cable N/A

PERFORMANCE

Max. power  kW/rpm 80/3008-10000

Max. torque  Nm/rpm 254/0-3008

Max RPM 10500

Electricity Consumption wh/km 150

Autonomy km 195

Max. speed km/h 144

Acceleration 0-100 km/h sec 11,5

TRANSMISSION     

Type Single Speed Gear Reduction

CHASSIS     

Front Suspension  front Independent Mac Pherson strut, coil springs

 rear Torsion beam axle, coil springs

Steering   Power assisted electric power steering system & Rack and pinion

Drive type Front wheel drive

WEIGHT & DIMENSION     

Overall Length mm 4445

Overall Width mm 1770

Overall Height mm 1550

Wheel base mm 2700

Front Overhang mm 960

Rear Overhang mm 785

Ground clearance mm 160

Front Track mm 1540

Rear Track mm 1535

Minimum turning radius (kerb to kerb) m 5,2

Minimum turning radius (wall to wall ) m 5,5

Interior dimension-length mm 2080

Interior dimension-width mm 1460

Interior dimension-height mm 1185

VDA (Until Tonneau Board) litres 370

Luggage capacity (Until Roof) litres 450

Luggage capacity (with Rear seat folding) litres 720

Drag Coefficient Cd 0,29

Curb weight Kg 1475

Tare weight Kg 1493

Gross Vehicle Mass Kg 1890

Gross Front Axle Mass Kg 985

Gross Rear Axle Mass Kg 905

MODEL   NISSAN LEAF
AUDIO, COMMUNICATION & INFORMATION

Audio    CD in-dash frontloader with AM/FM radio, MP3/CD compatibility 

No. of Speakers     4

iPod/Aux/USB Standard

7" WVGA Colour & Touch Screen Standard

Steering wheels controls Standard

Reversing Cameras with Predictive Path 
Technology

Standard

Ingetrated Handsfree Bluetooth System Standard

Bluetooth Audio Streaming Standard

Steering Switch controls Audio, Handsfree Bluetooth, Cruise control & ECO mode switch

COMFORT & CONVENIENCE

Cruise Control   Standard

Intelligent Keyless Entry System   Standard

Keyless engine start   Standard

Electric Windows   Standard

Seat Upholstery   Leather

Heated Seats Front & Rear

60/40 Split fold rear seats   Standard

Front Seat back Pockets   Standard

Climate Control with pollen filter   Standard

Rain sensor wipers   Standard

EXTERIOR  

LED Headlights with auto levelling   Standard

Automatic headlights with follow me home Standard

LED Taillights   Standard

Body colour bumper   Standard

Mirrors colour   Body colour

Rear tailgate spoiler   Standard

SAFETY & SECURITY     

Vehicle dynamic control (VDC)   Standard

Hill Start Assist Standard

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)   Standard

Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD)   Standard

Brake Assist (BA)   Standard

ISOFIX child seat preparation   Standard

Vehicle Sound for Pedestrian (VSP) with Off 
Switch

Standard

Dual Front Airbags   Standard

Dual Side Airbags   Standard

Curtain Airbags   Standard

Front Seatbelts pretentioner   Standard

3 Point front & rear seatbelts   Standard

High mount stop lamp (LED)   Standard

Daytime running lights Standard

Braking system   Front and rear ventilated discs

WHEELS & TYRES     

Wheel size   16" alloy

Tyre size   205/55  R16

Spare wheel (temporary)   Temporary tyre

SERVICE & WARRANTY INFORMATION     

Service intervals   15 000km

Service Plan   3 year / 90 000 km

Roadside assistance   3 year / 100 000km

Paint & Mechanical warranty   3 year / 100 000km

Anti-corrosion warranty   3 year / unlimited km
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*Special order

Eco-friendliness Body colours Specifications



Vis i t  our  websi te at :   www.nissan.co.za

Phone us to l l  f ree

0800 NISSAN

0800 647726
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